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Abstract - The increasing need for swift information dissemination in line with modern technological advancements has emphasized the importance and significant impact of data analysis and processing as relevant academic disciplines. These processes encompass data acquisition from various sources, either through direct collection or extraction methods. Among the most crucial and widely utilized techniques for extracting data from the internet is web scraping, particularly when gathering data for research maintenance during the consolidation of multiple institutions into BRIN (National Research and Innovation Agency). Challenges emerge in effectively integrating existing research into a unified system without proper upkeep, as neglecting maintenance can lead to system degradation and hinder access to stored research. Successful maintenance necessitates centralized repositories for researchers' work data. The implementation of semantic annotation recognizing techniques within the web scraping feature of the E-Publishing website holds the potential to expedite this process. The use of web scraping promises to significantly simplify research data collection, while semantic annotation recognizing techniques are poised to streamline implementation, particularly due to the XML data foundation within the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) system. In the context of institution merging and research sustainability, technologies like web scraping and semantic annotation recognizing play pivotal roles in addressing these challenges.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information has become the most crucial commodity in this era [1]. The pace at which information is delivered is directly linked to the level of current technological advancements. In Indonesia, where more than 169 million internet users generate millions of data points every second, the advancement of technology highlights the importance of data analysis and processing [2]. Analyzing data sourced from the internet can aid in grasping user preferences, assisting security organizations in detecting potential vulnerabilities, and enabling companies in the goods and services industry to pinpoint their promotional vulnerabilities [3]. Data analysis requires effective data extraction as one of the initial steps in preparing and processing data for further analysis. Data extraction plays a vital role in a range of functions within diverse fields and activities, including the domain of publishing and publications [4]. In the context of publishing and publication, data extraction is employed to gather articles, content, or other information for dissemination through various media, websites, or scientific journals.

In Indonesia, research works and publications are currently managed by the Open Journal System (OJS) based on specific research subjects. OJS is an open-source software developed by the Public Knowledge Project (PKP) for journal and publication management [5]. Over time, the system has suffered from insufficient maintenance, causing the research stored within it to become inaccessible. This has significantly negatively affected the academic community in Indonesia, as many researchers depend on it for reference and citation purposes. The absence of maintenance for the current system has made it challenging to access numerous valuable research studies [6]. As the government agency overseeing research and technology, the National Research and Innovation Agency (BRIN) is responsible for consolidating the works produced by researchers to
ensure their effective maintenance. Hence, maintenance efforts are crucial for centralizing the storage of data and information from researchers’ works.

Previous research has explained various data extraction methods such as Web Scraping [7], Optical Character Recognition [8], Pattern Recognition [9] SQL Query [10], Natural Language Processing [11], Data Mining [12], and Geographic Information Systems [13]. Scraping method is one of the most critical and widely used techniques for extracting data from the internet [14]. Scraping is the process of obtaining and extracting data to arrange it systematically and present it in a user-friendly manner [15]. Scraping, commonly known as web scraping, involves the automated retrieval of data from websites. Various methods can be utilized for web scraping, such as text pattern matching, HTML parsing, DOM parsing, semantic annotation recognition, and vertical aggregation [16]. The specific model used depends on the type of website and the data to be annotated. Web scraping with semantic annotation recognizing relies on existing models to obtain data and metadata [17].

The implementation of web scraping will significantly simplify the collection of research data, thus facilitating the maintenance process [18]. The semantic annotation recognizing technique will also accelerate the implementation of web scraping because the Open Journal System (OJS) currently supports the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) system, which offers publicly accessible content in Extensible Markup Language (XML) format [7]. This will serve as the foundational model for scraping in this research.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Data Extraction

Data extraction techniques refer to the methods and processes used to retrieve structured or unstructured data from various sources such as websites, databases, documents, or other repositories. These techniques are essential for collecting, transforming, and preparing data for analysis, reporting, or storage [4]. Some common methods for data extraction are Web Scraping, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology, Pattern Matching, SQL Queries, Natural Language Processing (NLP), Data Mining, and Geographic Information Systems (GIS).

These data extraction techniques play a crucial role in various industries, enabling the collection of valuable insights, informed decision-making, and the automation of data-related processes [15]. The choice of technique depends on factors such as the data source, format, and the specific requirements of the data extraction task at hand.

B. Web Scraping

Web scraping is the automated process of extracting data from websites. It involves fetching web pages, parsing the HTML or XML content, and then selecting specific data elements for extraction [7]. Web scraping is widely used for collecting data from websites, social media, and online databases. Some common web scraping techniques are Text Pattern Matching, HTML Parsing, DOM Parsing, XPath, CSS Selectors, Headless Browsers, API Calls, Semantic Annotation Recognizing, Vertical Aggregation, and Dynamic Content Extraction.

C. Semantic Annotation Recognizing Technique

The Semantic Annotation Recognizing Technique is an advanced method used in web scraping to extract structured data from web pages. Unlike traditional web scraping techniques that rely on parsing HTML and searching for specific patterns, semantic annotation recognizing uses predefined models or patterns to recognize and extract relevant information [19].

III. METHODS

The research was conducted for approximately 5 months, from August 1, 2022, to December 31, 2022, and was carried out online from the BRIN headquarters located at B.J. Habibie Building, Jl. M.H. Thamrin No. 8, Central Jakarta. Data collection was done through observation and interviews. Data was gathered through online observation, involving direct examination of BRIN’s OJS websites to acquire information regarding the system requirements for building the E-Publishing system. This system encompasses repository management, repository types, repository subjects, data sources, and metadata.

Data was collected online through interviews with one of the RMPI BRIN employees to gain insights into the system requirements for constructing the E-Publishing system. The system design phase was carried out using UML diagrams to provide a visual representation of the system flow to be created. The utilization of UML was aimed at providing developers with a clear visualization of the system, minimizing misunderstandings during the system development process.
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There are two types of data to extract: identification data and metadata. Identification data is retrieved to acquire publisher information from the OAI website, while metadata is collected to obtain publication data or articles published on the OAI website. Figure 1 displays the flowchart for the identification scraper. The flowcharts for the metadata scraper can be seen in Figure 2.

![Flowchart for the identification scraper](image.png)

There is a distinction in the design of the identification scraper and the metadata scraper using flowcharts because the data processed by each scraper varies significantly. The identification scraper focuses on fundamental repository data, while the metadata scraper deals with a comprehensive list of articles within that repository [7].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The E-Publishing website is an internal platform within BRIN used for centralized publication management under the Directorate of Repositories, Multimedia, and Scientific Publishing (RMPI) of BRIN. The utilization of the E-Publishing website for publication management encompasses repository management, repository types, repository subjects, data sources, and metadata. Various features are available in the admin section, such as email and password-based login, a dashboard to monitor visitor activities, data extraction from external sources using scraping techniques, user management for administering the website with various access levels, and self-profile management.

Additionally, in the public section, there are features like specific publication searches based on repository type or overall listings, a list of publications sortable by most recently created or most viewed by users, a list of articles within a publication with search capabilities, and detailed publication article pages providing information and download buttons for full text and source articles. There are also "About" pages to view information about the Directorate and "Contact" pages for reaching out to the administrative or support team.

In the data source management feature, there is a scraper tool used to extract data about publications and publication articles from various BRIN websites using web scraping techniques. The primary goal of the scraper feature is to obtain comprehensive data regarding publication information, such as publication manager contacts, publication versions, and the initial publication dates. Furthermore, the data to be retrieved includes article publication data, including title, authors, descriptions, publishers, contributors, publication dates, and other technical data required by the system.

The extraction of publication article data is filtered based on specified start and end dates. Additionally, the articles that are extracted include those with information indicating that the data has not been deleted, and at the end of the data, there is a resumptionToken entity indicating that there are a considerable number of articles within the publication. This ensures that the scraper feature can be used to its fullest potential and effectiveness.

A. System Implementation

The implementation of the scraper on the E-Publishing website is in the form of an Application Programming Interface (API) using the PHP programming language within the Laravel framework. The API scraper implementation on the server side will be divided into two types: the identification scraper and the metadata scraper. Both of these scrapers will utilize semantic annotation recognizing techniques to mark the data elements to be extracted and used as the final output in JSON format. This final data can then be further processed by the website admin.

The implementation of the scraper within the E-Publishing website on the client side takes the form of a user interface for interacting with users. The interface to be implemented is based on the design phase as mentioned earlier. The scraper interface consists of two parts: one for the identification scraper and one for the metadata scraper. These interfaces are built using the ReactJS framework and will utilize the APIs created on the server.

Figure 3 illustrates the outcomes of the identification scraper interface that has been developed. Users can enter the OAI URL and choose a repository to start the scraping process in order to retrieve identification data. The identification data to be extracted from the OAI website encompasses protocol version, earliest date stamp, and admin email. This data will be automatically filled into the form if the scraping process is successful. In case of an unsuccessful scraping process, the system will generate an error message. After users obtain the scraped data, they can save it by clicking the submit button.
Figure 4 illustrates the results of the metadata scraper interface that has been created. This form will appear after users click the “fetch metadata” button below the identification scraper form. Users can initiate the scraping process by inputting the OAI URL, start date, and end date in the scraper form. The OAI URL will automatically be filled based on the OAI URL in the identification scraper form. Users can input a start date to set the initial date for articles published on the OAI website, and for the end date, users can input the desired date. Once all the fields are filled, users can click the “fetch metadata” button to retrieve data from the OAI website. If users do not wish to perform scraping, they can close the form by clicking the “cancel” button.

B. System Testing

Testing is divided into functional testing and performance testing. Testing is not conducted on the hosted website but on a local website within that environment. This is done to ensure that testing can be carried out optimally without being influenced by external factors, thus obtaining neutral testing results. Performance testing is carried out using standard deviation and throughput parameters. The data sent from JMeter to the identification and metadata scrapers is JSON data sent in quantities of 25, 50, 75, 100, and 125 with 20 repetitions. The testing conducted will generate a summary from which minimum, Q1, median, Q3, and maximum values will be determined. This data is then visualized using box plots for standard deviation and bar graphs for throughput. Performance testing is carried out based on the scenarios described in the design section. The standard deviation from the performance testing of the identification scraper in the process of scraping data from the OAI website can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are minimum, Q1, median, Q3, and maximum values for each testing scenario in Table 1. Data visualization is performed by converting the data in Table 1 into box plots to facilitate the analysis process. The box plot for the data in Table 1 can be seen in Figure 5.

In the box plot, generally, the number of requests made does not have a significant impact on the deviation, meaning that the number of requests does not greatly affect the performance of the identification scraper. Additionally, there is a decrease in outliers as the number of requests increases, approaching the Q3 value. Deviation widens significantly with 75 requests, ranging between 8.1 to 12.7 (excluding outliers). The most optimal deviation is observed with 125 requests, with a median value of 9 deviations. The standard deviation from the performance testing of the metadata scraper in the process of scraping data from the OAI website can be seen in Table 2.

There are minimum, Q1, median, Q3, and maximum values for each testing scenario in Table 2. Data visualization is performed by converting the data in Table 2 into box plots to facilitate the analysis process.
The box plot for the data in Table 2 can be seen in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Result of testing scraper metadata using parameter standard deviation

In the box plot, generally, the number of requests made has a small impact on the deviation, meaning that a higher number of requests can affect the deviation. Additionally, there is a decrease in outliers as the number of requests increases, approaching the Q3 value. Deviation narrows significantly with 75 requests, with a median of 8.6 or a decrease of 9.2% from the previous 50 requests. The deviation values tend to be optimal with a median ranging from 8.6 to 9.5, inclusive. The throughput from the performance testing of the identification scraper in the process of scraping data from the OAI website can be seen in Table 3.

There are minimum, Q1, median, Q3, and maximum values for each testing scenario in Table 3. Data visualization is performed by converting the data in Table 3 into bar charts to facilitate the analysis process. The bar chart for the data in Table 3 can be seen in Figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Result of testing scraper identify using parameter throughput

In the diagram, generally, the number of requests made has a small impact on the throughput, meaning that the scraper can process data at a relatively increased speed as the number of requests increases. The increase in median values for each scenario is directly proportional to the increase in the number of requests, indicating improved performance with a higher number of requests. The throughput from the performance testing of the metadata scraper in the process of scraping data from the OAI website can be seen in Table 4.

There are minimum, Q1, median, Q3, and maximum values for each testing scenario in Table 4. Data visualization is performed by converting the data in Table 4 into bar charts to facilitate the analysis process. The bar chart for the data in Table 4 can be seen in Figure 8. In Figure 14, the obtained throughput values vary. The median values for each scenario result in the same data, which is 9.1 ops/sec. The highest throughput is recorded with 150 requests, which is 9.4 ops/sec, while the lowest throughput is recorded with 125 requests, which is 8.2 ops/sec.
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Fig. 8. Result of Testing Scraper Metadata Using Parameter Throughput

Table 4. Results of testing the metadata scraper with throughput parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the entire process that has been conducted, it can be concluded that the semantic annotation recognizing technique has been successfully implemented in the scraper on the BRIN E-Publishing website to retrieve data from the OAI website. The
implementation is divided into two parts: implementation for the identify scraper and metadata scraper. Both scrapers have successfully passed the testing stages, which include input, processing, and output of data.

The scraper that has implemented the semantic annotation recognizing technique can generate the required output for the E-Publishing website system. Furthermore, the performance of the scraper that has implemented the semantic annotation recognizing technique through testing shows that the average time for the identify and metadata scraper operations in the scraping process is 9.17 seconds, indicating that the scraper's performance is optimal and good because it does not exceed 15 seconds. The average operations that can be performed by the identify and metadata scraper are 9.35 operations per second, demonstrating that the scraper's performance is optimal as it can handle more than one operation per second.
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